
Job Description

Digital Marketing 

Associate

Department: Marketing

Type: Permanent

Location: US

Hours: 40

Reports to: Director, Digital Marketing

Salary: Competitive

Posted: July 2021
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Our Core Values

Maximize research impact

Achieve anything with a healthy and happy team

Push boundaries through direct communication and diversity

Act responsibly and protect the data

Amaze through user-friendly and rewarding experiences

https://www.castoredc.com/
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About the role

At Castor, we’re all committed to a world with faster, smarter, medical 
research. Our cloud based software solutions are revolutionizing data 
capture for academic and commercial researchers worldwide. You’ve 
found yourself a company with a true purpose.

Our Marketing team are experts at the helm of our topic, helping to 
evangelize our mission and support our growth to form lifelong 
partnerships with researchers. After our most recent investment round  
and continuous product development in the pipeline, we’re on the 
lookout for a Digital Marketing Associate to join the team and support 
our continuous growth.

In this role, Digital Marketing Specialist  you are responsible for the 
execution and delivery of Castor's email marketing channel. You will run 
email marketing campaigns end-to-end, segment our lead/contact 
database, and manage Castor's customer newsletter. Your role is to 
reach customers and prospects through email campaigns and inform 
them about new products, events, and relevant marketing content. 
Ultimately, you will promote the Castor brand to ensure we stay 
top-of-mind.

https://www.castoredc.com/
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What you’ll be doing

● Enhance email marketing channel to promote 
products/services to our customers/prospects

● Build email campaigns that speak directly to the pain points 
of customers/prospects

● Improve open rates, deliverability, click rates, and conversion 
rates, to achieve business goals

● Measure results to evaluate and optimize campaigns
● Create well-written copy that is free from mistakes and 

ensure messages are sent in proper template/branding
● Compile, purge, cleanse and maintain appropriate 

segmentation of email database and contacts
● Design and implement strategies that monitor and nurture 

upper-funnel leads to create demand and develop into MQLs 
(Own nurture programs)

https://www.castoredc.com/
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What you’ll bring

You’ll definitely have:

● Proven track record running email marketing campaigns

● Hands on experience using marketing automation tools 

(Pardot/Marketo/etc)

● Familiarity with analytics and database tools

● Excellent written communication and engaging copywriting style

● Strong project management skills

● Ability to work in a fast-paced environment

https://www.castoredc.com/
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Your main contact for this vacancy:

Tanner Fritz

Talent Acquisition Specialist

tanner.fritz@castoredc.com

605-840-0392

https://www.castoredc.com/

